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LE BAO ASIAN EATERY

Adaptive Reuse: From Warehouse to Restaurant.
Neoculture hits the streets of Columbia, MO.

As the needs of a community grow and evolve, architects and designers play a significant role in adapting existing structures to fulfill entirely new purposes. Tarkett calls this theme Purpose Positive, and it’s one of four cultural mega trends being discussed in our Neoculture CEUs. Converting churches into restaurants, shopping malls into apartments, office parks into universities—adaptive reuse has become an artful way to both honor a community’s heritage, while building its social and economic future. Lucky for Jina Yoo, restaurateur and owner of the new LeBao Asian Eatery in Columbia, Missouri, food is the most critical installation of any adaptive reuse project. And nothing tells the Neoculture story better than a perfectly executed culinary fusion.

**THE CHALLENGES**

LeBao Asian Eatery in Columbia, Missouri, is an Asian-American fusion restaurant serving a broad menu that features ramen noodles and bao, a traditional Chinese dish of steamed buns filled with meats and veggies. This fast-casual format is housed in a two-story, 2,200 square-foot adapted Quonset hut that was once a seed warehouse. While Jina wanted to create a slightly masculine feel, the team worked to downplay the building’s barn-like appearance. “The most challenging aspect of the redesign was definitely the ceiling,” said Interior Designer Shelley Satke Niemeier of SPACE Architects + Designers + Builders. “When Jina signed the lease, the space looked much as it did when it was the seed store. Particularly on the second floor, she wanted a refined and cozy aesthetic, so we had to do something dramatic to make it look terrific, while controlling the acoustics.”

**THE SOLUTIONS**

Working closely with a branding agency out of St. Louis, Shelley and team translated LeBao’s color palette into unique interior finishes, using branded wall graphics to tie the restaurant’s upstairs sophistication with its downstairs casual vibe. To take care of the ceiling’s aesthetic and acoustical challenges, custom linear wood cladding was built. “It was intended to look as though the ceiling is flowing naturally down the walls and morphing into the benches,” explained Shelley. To further assist with second floor acoustics, the team knew they’d need a soft floorcovering. Tarkett’s Powerbond® was chosen for its incredible durability and ease of installation over adverse subfloors. “It was the perfect format for the stairs, and it made the second floor space seem richer while not competing with the ceiling treatment. Though we were not concerned about staining on such a durable product, we felt the organic pattern would help disguise any potential spills.”
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**PROJECT FACTS:**

Country: USA  
City: Columbia, MO  
Type of Project: Adaptive Reuse  
Installation Period: April 2018  
Design/Architect Firm: SPACE Architects + Designers + Builders  
Total Flooring Installed: 133 sq. yds.
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